Abstract. For every p and <$ such that |<5| < 7» -1, there exist a Riemann surface of genus/) and a harmonic nonholomorphic map of degree <>D from that surface to the sphere. For some of the degrees, a holomorphic map exists for the same Riemann surface.
Introduction. Let M, g and N, h be compact Riemannian C °° manifolds. A map <p £ C°°(M, N) is said to be harmonic iff it is a critical point of the energy function F(tp) = \¡M\d<p\2vg [1] .
In this paper, we suppose that M and N are compact orientable surfaces, whose genera are denoted by p and q, and study the problem of the existence of harmonic representatives in the different homotopy classes of maps from M to N.
When q i= 0, we know ( [4] and [5] ) that, for any metrics g and h on M and N, every homotopy class contains a harmonic map.
When q = 0 (i.e. N is the sphere S2), the homotopy classes are parametrized by the degree fy of the maps, and J. Eells and J. Wood [2] have shown that every harmonic map whose degree satisfies |<>D| > p is holomorphic or antiholomorphic with respect to the complex structures associated with g and h. Using this fact, they solved the existence question for these values of the degree, obtaining some existence and nonexistence results.
In this paper, we shall consider the case l^l < p -1, and show that for every such p and fy, there exist a surface M of genus p and a harmonic nonholomorphic map <p of degree "^ from M to S2 ( §1). This result was already obtained in [5] for 1 < 1^1 < p/2, but the method used there does not seem to extend to the other values of ^.
We then exhibit some homotopy classes containing two harmonic maps, only one of them being holomorphic ( §2) and conclude by an example of a continuous family of harmonic maps which are not isometrically or conformally equivalent ( §3).
1. Harmonic nonholomorphic maps. Recall ( [1] , [8] ) that the harmonic maps between two surfaces M and N are preserved by a conformai change of metric on M. Therefore, they only depend on the complex structure associated to the metric g.
(1.1) Theorem. For every p > 1 and fy such that 1^1 < p -1, there exist a Riemann surface M of genus p and a metric h on the sphere S2 such that there is a harmonic nonholomorphic (and nonantiholomorphic) map of degree ^ from M to S2. That map is not a minimum of E in the class of maps of degree ty.
Remark. This theorem provides a partial existence result fox \sb\ < p -\ and also shows that the result of J. Eells and J. Wood does not extend to these degrees.
The last assertion of Theorem 1.1 was proven in [4] and [5] . The first one will be a consequence of Propositions ( 1.2)-( 1.4) and (1.9) concerning different values of ^. As a change of orientation on M will change the sign of ty, we can suppose from now on that 0 < ^ < p -1.
First case. ^ = 1. Let M be a surface of genus p > 2 which can be represented as a sphere with handles symmetric with respect to an equator andp meridians forming angles U/p. Let N be a surface of revolution of genus 0, symmetric with respect to its equator. Then there is a harmonic map from M to N of all degrees smaller or equal to p/2.
These two propositions were proven in [4] , [5] . Second case. 2 < tf) < /? -1. Proof. It is known [8] that in dimension two the composition of a holomorphic map with a harmonic one is harmonic (this is a direct consequence of the composition law [1, I, 5] and the fact that a holomorphic map between surfaces is weakly conformai and harmonic [5]). As Proposition 1.2 asserts the existence of a harmonic nonholomorphic map of degree one from a surface M of genus two to S2 and as the composition of a holomorphic covering map with a nonholomorphic map is nonholomorphic, Proposition 1.4 will be a consequence of the following:
(1.5) Lemma. Let M be a Riemann surface of genus 2 and p and ^ two integers such that 2 < ^ < p -1. There exists a Riemann surface of genus p which is a ty-sheeted covering of M with holomorphic projection.
Proof. It is sufficient to build a topological surface M which is a branched covering of M. Indeed, it will then admit a unique complex structure for which the projection is holomorphic [3] .
Let us recall that if M is a ^ -sheeted covering of M, their genera p and p are related by Hurwitz' formula 2 -2/> + r = öD(2 -2p) (1.6) where r is the ramification index, i.e. the sum on all branch points of the local degree of the projection minus one. Here we havep = 2, and (1.6) becomes
Since r must be nonnegative, a necessary condition for the existence of M is therefore ty < p -1, which is what we have supposed, p and ty being given, we shall now build the covering, using a joining process indicated by H. Rauch.
We consider ty copies of M. With any two of these copies, we can form a 2-sheeted covering by joining them crosswise along a line (by this we mean that we choose on both copies the "same" line-i.e. two lines such that one is the copy of the other-make a slit in each surface along the line and join them crosswise along the slit). That line could be closed, but not separating, in which case there is no ramification, or it could be a segment with two endpoints and induce a ramification index of two. We can also join two copies by more than one segment, which gives a higher ramification index. Having joined two copies of M, we can then add the others in a similar way. The idea is then to choose the number of segments in order to obtain a ramification index r that will impose the right genus p through (1.7).
If for the given p, r/2 = ty -1, we use exactly r/2 segments to join the ty copies. If r/2 > fy -1, we join two of the copies along r/2 -€) + 2 segments and add the others using one segment at a time. If, finally, r/2 < ^ -1, we use r/2 segments and tf) -1 -r/2 closed lines. In all cases, we obtain a ^-sheeted covering with ramification index r and hence genus p.
(1.8) Remark. In the case ty = p -\, we can give a more geometric representation of M, suggested by E. Calabi.
Let M be a surface of genus p, invariant by a rotation of order p -1, as represented on Figure 1 in the case p = 5. The quotient of M by the rotation is a surface M of genus 2. We can then endow M with the required complex structure and lift it to the original surface. This is an unbranched covering (r = 0).
Third case, fy = 0.
When fy = 0, we obtain a stronger result:
(1.9) Proposition. Let M be a surface of genus greater or equal to one and N a surface of genus zero, with arbitrary metrics. Then there exists a harmonic nonholomorphic map of degree zero from M to N. (1.10) Remark. For certain metrics on M and A, one can in fact construct harmonic nonholomorphic maps of degree zero which are also surjective.
When M is a flat orthogonal torus and A the canonical sphere, such a map was constructed by R. T. Smith [6] .
For a higher p, it is then sufficient to build a branched covering of genus /? of the torus. (1.6) becomes in this case r = 2p -2 and we obtain a covering by joining two or more copies of the torus along/? -1 segments.
As in remark (1.8), a more geometric representation of such a covering (with /? sheets) can be obtained by starting with a surface M of genus p invariant by a rotation of order /? with two fixed points and taking the quotient of M by the rotation. The ramification is then reduced to two branch points of order p -1.
2. Homotopy classes with two critical values of the energy. We now show that the same nontrivial homotopy class can contain two harmonic maps, one of them being holomorphic, the other not. The first is a minimum of E in the class and the second has a greater energy.
(2.1) Proposition. For every p > 3, there exist a surface M of genus p and a nontrivial homotopy class of maps from M to S2 containing two harmonic maps, one holomorphic and the other not. Such examples do not occur for p < 2.
Proof, (i) The last statement of (2.1) is easily deduced from the results of [2] .
(ii) Suppose /? = 3 and endow N = S2 with a metric symmetric with respect to three lines, as in Proposition 1.2. We shall obtain M as a two-sheeted covering of a surface M of genus two, also symmetric with respect to three lines, by taking two copies of M and joining them along the line 1 represented on Figure 2 . M is a two-sheeted unramified covering of M and by (1.6) is of genus 3. The composition of the projection with the harmonic map of Proposition (1.2) is harmonic, nonholomorphic and of degree 2.
Figure 2
In order to build a holomorphic map of degree 2 from M to S2, we represent M as the two-sheeted covering of M and define an isometry Y of M of order 2 as the rotation of 180° around the axis A (see Figure 2 ) which preserves each sheet, except along the line 1 where it is defined by continuity. On each sheet, the copy of the points c, d, e and / is fixed by Y, whereas the two copies of a and b are permuted, so that Y has 8 fixed points. By Hurwitz' formula (1.6), the quotient M/Y is of genus zero, and is hence conformally equivalent to the sphere with the chosen metric. The composition of the projection with that equivalence is therefore a holomorphic map of degree 2 from M to S 2. _(iii) A similar example with p = 4 is obtained by joining the two copies of M along a line with two endpoints, invariant under the rotation around A. M is then of genus 4 and the rest of the construction of (ii) goes through.
(iv) Forp > 5, we simply observe that there exists a two-sheeted covering of the surface of genus 3 built in (ii) by a surface of genus p. Indeed, (1.6) reduces to 2 -2/> + r = -8 or r = 2p -10. r is therefore nonnegative and we can build the covering as above, by joining two copies of the surface of genus 3 along a closed line (if p = 5) orp -5 segments (if p > 6).
The composition of the projection with the two maps built in (ii) gives rise to two harmonic maps of degree 4, one holomorphic and one nonholomorphic.
3. A family of harmonic maps. In the study of surfaces, some continuous families of harmonic maps appear in a trivial way, for instance by composition of a harmonic map with continuous families of isometries or, when M = S2, with the conformai group of M. These examples are taken into account in the study of the second variation of E [7] .
We shall now give an example of a continuous family of harmonic maps between surfaces which are not isometrically or conformally equivalent.
Let M be the torus R/2ÏÏZ x R/2nZ endowed with its flat metric and This metric is C°° on Nab and, using a partition of unity, we can extend Nab to form a C °° Riemannian surface of any given genus.
We restrict our attention to maps from M to A whose images are in Nab and which, in coordinates (x,y) and (u, v), axe of the form tp(x,y) = (0(x),y). A direct calculation shows that such a tp is harmonic iff d2$/dx2 + $ = 0, that is if <p(x,y) = (c ■ cos(x + d),y) with |c| < a -b.
When c varies in [0, a -b], the <p's form a family of harmonic maps which are not conformally equivalent. Their energy is 2U2a2.
As in Remark 1.10, the torus can be replaced by a surface of higher genus, by means of a branched covering.
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